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The War Zone
Bird’s eye view



Behind the scenes
Narrowing down into problem space



We looked at the query plan



Default index in postgres is of type BTree which 
constitutes a BTree or a balanced tree of index 
entries and index leaf nodes which store physical 
address of an index entry.

An index lookup requires three steps:

1. Tree traversal - O(log n)
2. Following the leaf node chain - O(n) ~ 

O(200)
3. Fetching the table data



In postgres, location of a row is given by ctid which is a tuple. ctid 
is of type tid (tuple identifier), called ItemPointer in the C code. 
Per documentation:

This is the data type of the system column ctid. A tuple ID is 
a pair (block number, tuple index within block) that 
identifies the physical location of the row within its table.

Distribution of Data

http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/interactive/datatype-oid.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/interactive/datatype-oid.html


CLUSTER command 

- Physically rearranges the rows on disk based on a given   
column. 

- Acquiring a READ WRITE lock on table and requiring 2.5x 
the table size made it tricky to use. 

Possible solutions to 
root cause and 
exploring feasibility Insert cluster gif

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.1/static/sql-cluster.html


An attempt to fix the problem 
right from the source



Understanding how Spark writes data to a table













Looking at the code we 
found that we had 
partitioned on product_id 
for a particular 
transformation operation.

Note how rows containing a particular 
product ID are in one partition



Testing hypothesis





Attempting to align the data



We repartitioned the dataframe 



New data distribution
Alas, the table is still not pivoted on 
customer_id. 

What did we do wrong?





Understanding Repartitioning



Visualizing the 
dataframe



Bring all rows of a product together?
How?

Sort them maybe!?



After sorting rows within a partition by customer_id



Let’s write this to the database table 
And see distribution







Testing the solution
The final test still remains. Will the query execution now be faster. Let’s see what 
the query planner says





A plain index scan fetches one 
tuple-pointer at a time from the index, 
and immediately visits that tuple in the 
table. 
A bitmap scan fetches all the 
tuple-pointers from the index in one go, 
sorts them using an in-memory "bitmap" 
data structure, and then visits the table 
tuples in physical tuple-location order.

Why a bitmap scan



Execution time came down from ~100 
ms to ~3ms.
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